TELECOMMUNICATIONS RELAY SERVICE (cont’d)

D. Application of Fee

1. The recovery of the total intrastate costs will be by a uniform monthly fee which shall be applied to each exchange access line and/or arrangement in addition to the monthly rate for basic exchange service.

2. Calculation of Fee

   a. The total intrastate cost to provide TRS will be established under the oversight of the Oklahoma Corporation Commission.

   b. The total intrastate costs used for a contract year shall be adjusted by a true-up of any over or under recovery of respective intrastate costs from the prior contract year.

   c. The recovery of the total intrastate costs will be accomplished over the contract year, adjusted by the prior year's true-up outlined in paragraph D.2.b, for which the costs are incurred.

   d. The amount of the monthly fee shall be derived by the following formula:

   \[
   \text{Total Intrastate TRS Costs} \div\frac{\text{Total Intrastate Exchange Access Lines or Arrangements}}{12} - \text{Prior Year's Over/Under Recovery}
   \]

3. Fee Schedule

   Monthly fee per exchange access line or arrangement

   Telecommunications Relay Service Fee........................................................................................................... $0.03 (R)